
The Advantages of Owning a Skid Steer Trencher Attachment

When it comes to trenching work, you want to ensure that you have the best possible equipment for the job. 
Backhoes, mini excavators with bucket, and designated trenchers have long been the go-tos, capable of digging 
trenches over 12’’ wide, but it’s important to know there are other products out there that are better for smaller 
jobs. Skid steer trencher attachments connect directly to your skid steer machine, drawing on its power to give 
you the clean, controlled results you need for your application. They’re also great for digging trenches between 
four and 12’’ wide. But that’s not all; here are some additional advantages of owning a skid steer trencher 
attachment.

Increased Trenching Efficiency

For one, skid steer trenchers are much more efficient when it comes to completing jobs. With several different 
chain combinations to utilize, you can dig into even the hardest types of ground with ease. One of these chains 
include a six-inch combination model made with steel and tungsten teeth, will handle most ground types. There 
are also other chains in varying sizes and durability levels to match your needs. So whether you’re working with 
soft, mixed, rocky, or permafrost ground, you can still get your trenching work done quickly. Additionally, 
trenchers work in one continuous movement, saving much more time on a given project than a less 
accommodating, harder-to-control backhoe.

Consistent Trench Size and Depth

Trencher attachments also provide much more consistent results when it comes to trenching size and depth. 
These products have adjustable depth capabilities and several different settings for you to utilize during a 
project. Because of this, you have not only more application options but also much more control over the results 
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that your skid steer attachment produces. Once adjusted, these products continuously trench at that same depth, 
allowing for evenness and maximizing the success of your application. Backhoes and mini excavators with their 
bucket attachments aren’t as consistent, since they work in a scooping motion rather than in a straight line.

Less Manual Labor and Cut Costs

Another factor to note is that skid steer trenchers require less physical labor to operate. You can trench with 
only one operator in the skid steer cabin rather than a team of professionals. This can save you time and money 
on manpower and reduce the risk of injury during these potentially dangerous jobs.

In addition, skid steer trenching attachments are also more cost effective. In fact, they cost much less upfront 
than a dedicated trencher machine, and they can last significantly longer.

Diverse Trenching Application

The diversity of these components is an important advantage of owning a skid steer trencher attachment as well. 
Due to their adjustable settings, hydraulic power, and control capabilities, they can benefit applications in 
several industries. Some examples include the foundation work, drainage, irrigation, laying electrical cable, gas 
and water piping. Wherever you need to create a trench, these attachments can accommodate, so you won’t need 
to change machinery during your trenching work ever again.

McLaren Industries is your one-stop shop for everything related to skid steer trencher attachments and other 
types of skid steer attachments. Contact us today at (800) 836-0040 or request a quote online to learn more 
about our superior products and dedication to maximum job site efficiency.
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